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EXPECTED VALUES AND VARIANCES IN
BOOKMAKER PAYOUTS: A THEORETICAL
APPROACH TOWARDS SETTING LIMITS ON ODDS
Dominic Cortis∗

University of Leicester, University of Malta
ABSTRACT
This study summarizes the key methods of displaying probabilities as
odds and provides simple mathematical derivation of a number of key
statements in setting odds. Firstly it estimates the expected bookmaker profit
as a function of wagers placed and bookmaker margin. Moreover it shows that
odds set by bookmakers should have implied probabilities that add up to at
least one, otherwise arbitrage is present. Bookmakers can increase
profitability by offering more multiples, also known as accumulators, and can
lower variation in payouts by maintaining the ratio of wagers and implied
probability per outcome.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The speculative nature of betting markets has led to significant research
ranging from their relationship with external forces (Braun & Kvasnicka,
2013) to insider trading (Schnyzter & Shilony, 1995; Shin, 1993; Vaughan
Williams & Paton, 1997). Specifically, a great deal of research has focused on
the market efficiency of betting markets (Brown & Abraham, 2002; Cortis,
Hales, & Bezzina, 2013; Deschamps & Gergaud, 2007; Easton & Uylangco,
2007; Gandar, Zuber, & Johnson, 2004; Gil & Levitt, 2007; Hvattum, 2013;
Paul & Weinbach, 2002; Terrell & Farmer, 1996; Woodland & Woodland,
2001). While techniques used within these market efficiency inquiries differ
greatly, there is one key common question that is being asked: “Do odds on
different outcomes represent the actual probabilities correctly?”.
A crucial challenge to any reader in betting related research is the lack of
consistency in the notation and the formalisation of the key concepts.
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Furthermore any derivations of expected profit tend to focus on discrete bestestimate values rather than providing a range of results. This paper attempts to
address this by firstly providing an overview of how different types of odds
are determined by their respective probabilities. This acts as introduction to
readers who are new to the area and leads to the derivations of the restrictions
on and profitability of a bookmaker when setting odds, including the
occurrence of arbitrage.1 These two sections can be considered as an
extension Levitt’s (2004) work on bookmakers’ profitability when pricing
events with binary outcomes to events with more than two.
Subsequently these results are extended to multiples, also referred to as
accumulators, another type of bet that has become significantly popular.
Zafiris (2014) gave special attention to this type of bet by showing the net
expected profit from a bettor’s perspective. This research paper evaluates the
payout from a bookmaker’s standpoint and extends it to a more general form.
The findings presented here are mainly theoretical and include mathematical
proofs but they are also backed up by simple examples throughout the script.

2. EVALUATING ODDS
The odds on an event represent the probability of different outcomes and
are used instead percentages as they display the return on a wager. There are
three main styles of displaying odds: European, English or American odds and
three other styles that are mainly popular in Asia: Hong Kong, Indonesian and
Malaysian odds. The majority of online betting sites offer the facility for
clients to display odds according to their preferred format between the three
main styles. Throughout this report, any reference to odds will be to European
odds unless otherwise stated.
American odds, also known as money line odds, can be shown as positive
or negative figures. A positive figure shows how much would be won on a
wager of 100 units while a negative odd shows how much needs to be
wagered in order to win 100 units. Positive figures are generally used for
outcomes that are less than 50% likely to occur while negative figures are
generally used for outcomes that are more than 50% likely to occur. English
or fractional odds show the amount that would be won excluding the wager as
a ratio to the wager with both values being integers. They can be calculated as
the ratio of the probability of an outcome not occurring to the probability of
an outcome occurring. European odds are also called decimal odds and
represent the odd of an event occurring as the inverse of its probability.
Hong Kong odds show the winnings, net of the wager, made on a wager
of one unit. Therefore it is always one less than the European odd. Indonesian
odds are similar to American odds but relate to the amount won or to be
wagered to win one unit. Finally Malaysian odds show the winnings, net of
1
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the wager, made on a wager of one in the case of likely outcomes and the
amount to be wagered in order to win one unit, excluding own wager, in case
of unlikely outcomes. In essence Hong Kong odds are equal to Indonesian and
Malaysian odds for unlikely and likely outcomes respectively.
to occur would
Mathematically the odd on outcome i with probability
be shown as below:
American / Money Line

+100

Odd:

−100

1−

for

≤ 0.5

for

> 0.5

(1)

English / Fractional Odd:
European/Decimal Odd:

(1 −

)⁄

(2)

1

1−

Hong Kong Odd:

1−

+

(3)

=
1−

1

−1
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(4)

≤ 0.5

Indonesian Odd:

(5)
−

−
Malaysian Odd:
+

1−

1−
1−

for

> 0.5

for

≤ 0.5

for

> 0.5

(6)

For example consider an outcome that has a 20% chance of occurring. The
American, English, European, Hong Kong, Indonesian and Malaysian odds be
.
.
displayed as 100
= +400, (1 − 0.2)⁄0.4 = 4⁄1 , = 5 , = 4 ,
.

.

.

.

+4 and − = −0.25 respectively. This can be interpreted as a successful one
.
unit wager on this outcome resulting in receiving five units back
(European/Decimal), consisting of the own stake and a winning of four units
(English/Fractional, Hong Kong, Indonesian) resulting in a net stake of 25%
of winnings (Malaysian) or a 400% profit on the stake (American/Money
Line). A negative money line such as -300 can be interpreted as needing to
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stake 300 units in order to win one hundred units. Similarly this would be -3
in an Indonesian odd.

3. BOOKMAKER MARGIN
The probabilities of all possible mutually exclusive outcomes within a
probability space of an event add up to 100%. However bookmakers do not
operate in a 100% scenario (Archontakis & Osborne, 2007; Cortis, Hales, &
Bezzina, 2013; Štrumbelj, 2014).
For example consider a probability space for an event with two equal
outcomes. Under a fair market, the (European) odds would be equal to 2 for
each outcome. However a bookmaker would price the odd a bit lower, say
1.9. This means that having received two wagers of one unit on each outcome,
the bookmaker would pay out 1.9 units and make a profit of 0.1 units.
The inverse of European odds, being the implied probabilities, adds up to
more than 100%, and the difference to 100% is generally described as the
bookmaker margin (Cain, Law, & Peel, 2003; Peel & Thomas, 1992;
Štrumbelj, 2014). Other similar terms include the over-round (Zafiris, 2014)
and the vig (Peel & Thomas, 1992).
A real-life example can be seen in Figure 1. Using the example of
Manchester City – Liverpool, the state space consists of a home team
(Manchester City) win, draw or away team win. The sum of the inverse of
probabilities are equal to
+
+
= 1.05121%. The bookmaker
.
.
.
margin in this case is 5.121%.
Figure 1: European Odds for Two Matches as shown on Betsson.com as at 16:00
on 25th August 2014

The fact that implied probabilities from a bookmaker do not necessary add
up to one leads to two key concerns: is it necessary for implied probabilities to
add up to more than 100% and how does this difference between real and
implied probabilities affect bookmaker profitability?

4. OUTCOMES ON A SINGLE EVENT
As an initial examination, this section deals with setting odds for one
event. Prior to examining the bookmaker’s profit, the restrictions on setting
odds are proved.
ASSUMPTION 1: All odds are provided by one bookmaker.
4
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ASSUMPTION 2: All probabilities, implied or actual, relate to one event
with a probability space of mutually exclusive outcomes.
4.1. RESTRICTIONS ON SETTING ODDS
represent the implied probability, calculated as
DEFINITION 1:
Let
the inverse of the European Odd, of outcome occurring where ∈ {1, … , }.
DEFINITION 2:
Let
represent the actual known probability of
outcome occurring where ∈ {1, … , }.
DEFINITION 3:
outcome .

Let

be the total value in units of wagers placed on

ASSUMPTION 3: The bookmaker is aware of the real value of
control but not ∀ ∈ {1, … , }.

and can

DEFINITION 4:
Let be the random variable representing the profit
made by the bookmaker for bets made on one event.
∴ E( ) =

)− (

(

)=∑

(7)

−∑

PROPOSITION 1. If the implied odds of an event add up to less than one,
then arbitrage exists.
Proof (By contradiction): We need to find a strategy for a bettor that
would result in a certain loss for the company [ < 0] . We know that
∑
< 1. Assume a strategy such that
= . Therefore for any outcome
× = 1.
the payout by the company to the bettor is

<1⇒

= Wagers − Payouts =

−1=

−1<0∎

PROPOSITION 2.
A bookmaker would risk a negative expected profit if
the implied probability of any outcome is lower than the actual probability.
Proof (By contradiction): Let
single wager of 1 on outcome q.
E( ) =

(

>

)− (

for some

∈ {1, … , }. Assume a

)=1−

<0∎

Each of these propositions lead to two important restrictions for
bookmakers when setting odds for each outcome of an event: these must add
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up to at least one and should not be smaller than the actual probability.
Therefore the relationship shown in equation 8 can be set.
=

(1 +

) where

> 0 & ∈ {1, … , }.

(8)

4.2. BOOKMAKER PROFIT AND DEVIATION
It is very common for to be treated as a constant, that is maintaining the
same ratio of implied to actual probability for all outcomes (e.g. Archontakis
& Osborne, 2007; Cortis, Hales, & Bezzina, 2013; Goddard &
Asimakopoulos, 2004; Zafiris, 2014). Contrastingly Shin (1993) demonstrates
how bookmakers can evaluate odds in order to minimize the effects of insider
training and Štrumbelj (2014) further proves that using Shin’s technique on
implied odds resulted in a better forecasting accuracy of real probabilities of
fixed odds over a series of 48,126 matches in five sports.
Koch & Shing (2008) explain that bookmakers are limited to a finite list
of odds, especially if they operate in an English/Fractional odd environment
since odds are either rounded up or possibly limited by regulation. They
report finding 88 odd levels in UK horse racing betting markets between 2001
and 2006. A similar limitation, albeit to a lower extent, can be found for
European/Decimal odds. For example it will be impossible for an implied
probability to be 75% since this would result in a recurring decimal odd (1. 3).
For example, an examination of 9,120 European odds provided by eight
bookmakers2 for the starting odds of the 380 matches3 of all 2013/14 English
Premiership results in only 588 unique odds. This may mean that bookmakers,
given a particular bookmaker margin, are likely to round actual probabilities
to implied probabilities to the nearest value in a grid or use particular set
doubles4 and triples of odds, rather than adjusting solely for insider trading.
The bookmaker’s profit is dependent on the amount and spread of wagers,
which are dependent on consumer preference, and the bookmaker margin,
which is set internally. Although bookmakers face challenges in the deviation
of possible profits, this has been generally disregarded in academic work. This
section initially evaluates the distribution of profit in the case of a bookmaker
margin that is variable for different outcomes and then simplifies it to a
constant bookmaker margin applied to all outcomes.

2

Bet365, Bwin, Interwetten, Ladbrokes, Pinnacle Sports, Stan James, VC Bet, and
William Hill.
3
Each match has three possible outcomes: home team win, away team win or draw.
Odds ranged from 1.1 to 29.
4
Consider an event with two mutually-exclusive outcomes and a bookmaker margin
of around 5%. Some likely doubles, representing the European/Decimal odds for the
two outcomes, could be 1.8 – 2, 1.6 – 2.25 and 1.55 –2.5.
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)
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PROPOSITION 4.
If the implied probability of any outcome is lower or
equal to than the actual probability, then the bookmaker is expected to have a
profit.
Proof:
≤
⇒
= (1 + ) for
>0
⇒ ( )=
∑

≥ 0.

Proposition 4 leads to an extension over Proposition 2 since it shows that
expected bookmaker profits are positive if implied probabilities are larger
than actual probabilities. A special case, discussed earlier, is when
is
constant. In this case Proposition 3 can easily be extended as shown in
equation 9 (a proof from first principles is given in Appendix A).
∑
~
,
−
(9)
1+
(1 + )
1+
The evaluation of the distribution for a constant bookmaker margin leads
to three observations. Firstly Proposition 4 shows a relaxation to Assumption
3 in that the bookmaker does not need to know the exact value of the actual
probability for each outcome.
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Another important outcome is that the percentage expected profit for a
. For example, considering again an event that can
betting company is
result in one of two equally likely outcomes but is sold at an odd of 1.8, the
− 1 = . We would expect equal
bookmaker margin = + − 1 =
.
.
amounts to be wagered on each outcome since they are equally likely.
Assuming a wager of one unit on each outcome, the wagers add up to two
while the payout is 1.8. This is a profit of 0.2 from two units which is 10%.
=

This is equivalent to

=

.

In the example shown in Figure 1, the bookmaker margin was 5.121% and
therefore the expected profit is 4.872%. This simple calculation is important
to point out as at times the bookmaker margin may be confused with expected
profits.
PROPOSITION 5 Certain profit is made if wagers on each outcome are
distributed in proportion to the probabilities of each outcome.
Proof:
Assume > 0, ∑
> 0, = ∑
and ∑
= 1.
The risk is minimised if there are no fluctuations, therefore if there is no
variance.
( )=0
1
(1 + )
⇒

( ∑

−
)

=0

−

=0

−1 =0
⇒

−
−

=0
=0

One of the solutions for the above is
=
where
>0 & ∈
{1, … , }.
Proposition 5 is equivalent to Levitt’s (2004) first scenario in which
bookmakers sustain profits by maintaining the proportion of money bet on
each side of an equally likely binary outcome. Consider that in the
Manchester City – Liverpool example, if a total of 51, 25 and 23 units are
wagered on the home team winning, a draw or the away team winning
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respectively; the company would have received 99 units in total wagers but
would pay a maximum of 94.86 units, resulting in certain profit.5
Bookmakers may be tempted to adjust odds according to the volume of
wagers made on different outcomes. One can point out that there are two
rationales for this. The general public may have better information and are
therefore better at estimating actual probabilities. Secondly the bookmaker
may wish to diminish the likelihood of create arbitrage when its odds are
compared to others. However this proposition provides a third important
justification for bookmakers to adjust odds according to the volume of wagers
made.

5. MULTIPLES
A Multiple is a bet with a pay-out out contingent on two or more
independent outcomes. For example, as shown in Figure 1, a bettor can place
a multiple wager on Real Madrid and Manchester City winning their
respective matches for an odd of 1.05 × 1.86 = 1.953. This bet is paid off
only if both Real Madrid and Manchester City win their respective matches.
DEFINITION 5: Let ( ) be the random variable representing the profit
made by the bookmaker on bets over a multiple with events.
outcomes per event, can be
In essence a multiple of
events with
outcomes and a margin of (1 +
represented as one outcome with ∏
) − 1 where
is the geometric mean of the bookmaker margin for each
event. This means that it is easy to prove that
( )

−1

~

,

1
( )

−

∑

where

= (1 +
=

( )

and

5

(10)

⋯

=

⋯

)

⋯

⋯

⋯

represents the total wager made on a multiple bet that
pays out if all outcomes , to
within independent events
1,2,3, … , respectively occur.
⋯

Refer to additional workings 1 in supplementary document.
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Consider multiple wagers made on the two matches shown in Figure 1.
Each match has three outcomes, and therefore in total there are nine outcomes
the two matches. As an example consider a total of 100 units wagered over
these nine outcomes as shown Table 1. The distribution of company profits
can be calculated to follow ( ) ~ (9.8039,20449.56).
Table 1: Multiple Wagers on Manchester City vs. Liverpool and Real Madrid
vs. Cordoba

M. City Win
20
10
10

⋯

Real M. win
Draw
Cordoba win

Draw
10
5
10

Liverpool
20
10
5

PROPOSITION 6. The profit on multiples is greater than that on singles and
a bookmaker is likely to make more profit if more wagers on multiples are
made.
Proof (By Induction): Mathematically we need to prove that ( ( ) ) >
ℕ .
( ( ) ) where >
Let ∑

show the total amount of wagers made.

Let m=1. Then:
(
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)

( )
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)
(
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>

∑

−

∑
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∑
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)− (
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(

)

(

)
(

)

∑

=

>0
∴ (

( )

)> (

(

)

)∎

Multiple bets are highly promoted by bookmakers. A case in point is
Bwin in who promote ‘Best Seller’, being a bet consisting the five most
popular multiples, within their main online sports betting page. The allure of
multiples is for both the supply and demand end of the market: bettors are
more easily enticed with higher odds (Cain, Law, & Peel, 2003; Direr, 2013)
while proposition five substantiates Zafiris’ (2014) suggestion that multiples
result in higher expected bookmaker profits per bet placed.
An illustration of the higher profits is a multiple bet on the outcomes of
two coins (A & B). Consider a bookmaker offering an odd of 1.8 on each
outcome for each coin. Then the multiple odds would be 1.8 = 3.24 on each
of the four multiple outcomes6. If a total of four units are wagered on the
single event of coin A (that is two units on each outcome), the expected pay6

Both Heads, Both Tails, Coin A Head and Coin B Tails, Coin A Tail and Coin B
Heads.
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out is 1.8 × 2 = 3.6 units. On the other hand the expected pay-out is lower at
3.24 units if four units are wagered over the multiple with two events and four
multiple outcomes (that is one unit on each outcome).
Figure 2: Bestseller Option on Bwin as at 15:30 on 17th November 2014

6. CONCLUSION
Most investigations on odds offered in betting markets have concentrated
on the efficiency displayed by these odds, usually from the perspective of the
bettor. This paper has provided some simple, but essential, proofs relating to
the distribution of expected profit from a series of bets placed with a
bookmaker.
Results point out two clear restrictions on the implied probabilities of
market odds offered by bookmakers: the implied probabilities should be
greater than the actual probabilities and should add up to at least 100%. The
commercial implications for a bookmaker are also apparent as there are larger
margins of profit on multiples and profit is guaranteed if wagers are kept in
ratio with implied probabilities.
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8. APPENDIX A – PAYOUT DISTRIBUTION FOR CONSTANT
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